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EVERYBODY LOVES BLACK HOLES!!!



§Black hole 101
§What is a black hole?
§Do black holes exist? 
§What are active galactic nuclei (AGN)?

§Big questions in black hole astrophysics
§How do supermassive black holes form?
§How do AGNs affect the formation and evolution of galaxies?
§What can we learn from gravitational waves (GWs) and the 

first black hole image?









Newton’s law of gravitation:

M

Light：m = 0



“MATTER TELLS SPACETIME HOW TO CURVE; 
SPACETIME TELLS MATTER HOW TO MOVE”



“MATTER TELLS SPACETIME HOW TO CURVE; 
SPACETIME TELLS MATTER HOW TO MOVE”



Singularity (奇異點)

Event horizon (事件視界)

Rs = 3km (M/Msun)

Karl Schwarzschild 
(1873-1916)



§ We would never make it to the center intact because the tidal force (Ftidal~M/r3) 
would tear us apart
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Spaghettification  

n  In fact, you would never make it to the center intact… 
the gradient of gravity would tear up an infalling 
observer.  
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Upshot : there is a “stretching force” 
known as a tidal force that is 
proportional to M/r3.  This will 
eventually rip the spaceship apart 
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Event horizon



Event horizon

§ Gravitational time dilation – time measured by a distant observer would 
increase as the emitting object moves closer to the event horizon

§ Gravitational redshift – light emitted near the event horizon would appear 
redder and dimmer as viewed by a distant observer



Maximum set of parameters:

J

• It says that “Stationary BHs after formation can be 
uniquely described given mass (M), angular momentum 
(J), and charge (Q).”

• Once (M, J, Q) are given, the spacetime is determined

• It means that BHs are in fact very simple objects!

• In the universe, EM force >> gravity, so it is easy for the 
black hole to attract an opposite charge -> Q = 0

• Important properties of a black hole: M and J



SPINNING BLACK HOLES
參考系拖曳
(Frame dragging)

動圈
(ergosphere)



§ Frame-dragging (Lense-Thirring) effect: rotation of a massive object would distort 
spacetime, causing a change in the rotational axis of a nearby test particle
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II : No hair theorem 

n  Any (isolated) black hole is described by 
just three quantities… 
l  Mass 
l  Spin 
l  Electrical Charge 

n  Once these quantities are specified, the 
properties of the black hole exterior to 
the horizon (e.g. spacetime curvature) 
are uniquely determined. 
l  There can be no lumps or bumps on a BH! 

III : Frame dragging and the 
ergosphere 

Graphics: University of Winnipeg, Physics Dept. 

SPINNING BLACK HOLES



PENROSE PROCESS (1971)
It’s possible to extract the rotational 
energy of a black hole this way!!





Black Hole
黑洞

EVOLUTION OF STARS



AN INVISIBLE STAR??

Image	credit:	IAU	and	Sky	&	Telescope	magazine	(Roger	Sinnott	&	Rick	Fienberg),	NASA/Marshall	Space	Flight	Center

Period：5.6	days
Radius：~1/5	AU
Inferred	mass：14.8	Msun!!

Constellation	of	Cygnus
(天鵝座)



Cygnus X-1

X-rayOptical



Conception	of	an	X-ray	binary	system

Accretion	disk

Stellar-mass	black	hole

Blue	giant

X-ray

BLACK HOLES SHINE BY ACCRETING MATTER



§ BH accretion disks can efficiently convert 
gravitational energy into radiation

§ Radiative efficiency depends on BH spin 
parameter “a”
§ a = 0: Schwarzschild BHs
§ a /= 0: spinning BHs 

§ Radiative efficiency e ~ 10% for most BHs

§ This is much greater than e ~ 0.7% for 
nuclear fusion! 

32 A. C. Fabian and A. N. Lasenby
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Figure 15. Plot of efficiency of energy release vs. spin (prograde orbits).

gas particles have the escape velocity, will be captured and this can be many orders of
magnitude larger then would occur if the particles were free particles with no interac-
tions or collisions. Zero angular momentum is a rather extreme assumption and may
not apply to any real system, but it presents an easily calculated order of magnitude
estimate of the accretion rate. Angular momentum is likely to reduce any inflow rate
and could even choke off the flow. Indeed accretion flows can be unstable when heat-
ing by radiation from the central accreting mass is considered. Magnetic fields and
turbulence also contribute to complexity and accretion flows are commonly observed
to show chaotic variability.

The accretion disc will be thin, with the ratio of thickness to radius, h/r < 0.1,
when the luminosity is above about 1% LEdd. At lower accretion rates the disc thick-
ens as the collision rates drop which can then cause the efficiency to drop with further
decreases in Ṁ . (The black hole swallows both the matter and energy released.) The
properties of such radiatively inefficient flows (RIAFS) depend on whether the elec-
trons (which radiate) and the protons (which have much of the energy) remain cou-
pled, i.e. have the same temperature. There are still theoretical issues remaining as to
whether this happens in such a highly magnetized plasma, but observations do indicate
changes in behaviour in objects with low accretion rates. Not least is a tendency for
jets to become common. The low luminosity of Sgr A* suggests it is in an extreme
RIAF state.





Image	credit:	NASA,	J.	Bahcall,	A.	Martel,	H.	Ford,	M.	Clampin,	G.	Hartig,	G.	Illingworth,	the	ACS	Science	Team	and	ESA

類星體（QSO/QUASAR）
3C	273



賽弗特星系
（SEYFERT GALAXIES）

M88

NGC1097

NGC3081

NGC6814



無線電星系
（RADIO GALAXIES）

Cygnus	A

3C	296 Hercules	A



Radio	galaxies

活躍星系核
（ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI）

Seyfert galaxies

QSO/Quasar



MILKY WAY GALAXY
Infrared image of the Galactic center



銀河系中心恒星軌跡

GCBH:	4	million	solar	masses!!!



EVERY GALAXY HOSTS A SMBH AT THE CENTER!!



ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI (AGN) ＝
ACTIVELY ACCRETING SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLES

Conception	of	Active	Galactic	Nuclei	

Accretion	disk

Supermassive	black	hole

Jets

Galactic	disk

Optical/UV

Radio/Gamma-ray



Stellar-mass 
BHs

§ Masses: ~3-100 Msun

§ Originated from collapses of massive 
stars

§ Distributed within galaxies

§ Shine in X-ray when accreting from a 
companion star – X-ray binary

SMBHs

§ Masses: ~106-1010 Msun

§ Origin???

§ Located at the center of galaxies

§ Shine in optical/UV when accreting 
materials near the galactic centers -- AGN





SUPERMASSIVE	BLACK	HOLES	GROW	BY	
MERGERS	AND	ACCRETION

Image	credit:	NASA,	ESA,	the	Hubble	Heritage	Team	(STScI/AURA)-ESA/Hubble	Collaboration



§ Quasars with billions of Msun at z > 7 were discovered

§ Current record holder: J0313-1806 found in 2021 
§ Redshift z = 7.642 (690 Myr after Big Bang)
§ M ~ 1.6 x 109 Msun

§ These objects are relatively rare; most quasars are found at z~2-3

§ But their existence is surprising!! 

Quasar J0313-1806



§ Accretion of black holes are limited by the 
Eddington accretion rate
§ The Eddington limit refers to the balance 

between gravity and radiation pressure force
§ This is the maximum rate black holes can accrete

§ The Eddington accretion rate is proportional to 
black hole mass, i.e., 

§ Therefore, for BHs accreting at the Eddington rate, 
their masses grow exponentially

�̇�#$ =
𝑑𝑀#$
𝑑𝑡 = 𝐴𝑀#$



§ No – there is not enough time!

§ To explain the existence of massive SMBHs 
in the early universe, they must form from 
black hole “seeds” of ~102 – 105 Msun

§ Three proposed BH seed formation 
mechanisms:
§ Pop III stars: MBH ~ 102~103 Msun (light seeds)
§ Collapse of star clusters: MBH ~ 102~104 Msun

(intermediate seeds)
§ Direct collapse of gas clouds: MBH ~ 104~106

Msun (heavy seeds)

Wang et al. (2021)





Cygnus A

POWERFUL 
AGNS



§ Most discussed hypothesis: AGN feedback

§ BHs and galaxies co-evolve: both grow from 
accretion of gas

§ Eventually the BH is so big and powerful 
that it blasts the gas from the galaxy and 
stops them from growing

Stellar velocity dispersion



§ Quasar/radiative mode feedback

§ More important at higher redshifts

§ Operates mainly by expelling gas 

§ A plausible mechanism for the M-sigma relation

§ Could quench star formation and regulate 
SMBH growth



§ In massive galaxy clusters, the cluster gas is hot 
(T~107K) and emits in X-ray

§ This allows us to clearly see interactions between 
the jets and the gas

§ The jets can provide lots of energy to heat the gas, 
otherwise the galaxy at cluster centers would 
produce too many stars and be too massiveBlue: X-ray gas

Red: radio jets



§ Jet/kinetic mode feedback

§ More important at lower redshifts

§ Operates mainly by heating gas via jets

§ Can reduce star formation at cluster centers 
and limit the growth of massive galaxies



§ Cosmological simulations of 
galaxy formation

§ Ingredients:
§ Baryons, dark matter, dark 

energy
§ Gravity
§ Gas dynamics
§ Star formation and supernova 

feedback
§ SMBH seeds and growth
§ Quasar- and jet-mode AGN 

feedback



§ Critical ingredient -- “quasar-mode” 
feedback

uncertainty. While having lower numerical resolution per merger,
the simulation that we analyze here eliminates this caveat by pro-
viding a fully self-consistent cosmological history for the formation
and evolution of galaxies and their black holes (albeit at a lower
spatial resolution). This provides an important confirmation of the
analysis of Robertson et al. (2006b), who, however, did not find
evidence for an evolution of the slope at the high-mass end of the
MBH-! relation.

4.2.2. The Evolution of MBH-M!

In Figure 9, we show theMBH-M! relation from the simulations
at z ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.5, alongside the local observational re-
lation determined by Häring & Rix (2004; thick gray lines). Our
best-fit relation at each redshift is shown by a solid line, while the
dotted lines in each panel show results for the other redshifts.
Table 3 gives the slope c, normalization d, and dispersion !m

for our best-fit relations of the form

log
MBH

M#

! "
¼ c log

M!

1011 M#

! "
þ d: ð4Þ

As before, our fitted values for c and d are intended to indicate gen-
eral trends in the evolution rather than to be used as statistically
rigorousmeasurements. The observed relationship (Häring&Rix
2004) has a slope c ¼ 1:12 and normalization d ¼ 8:2.

Overall, there appears to be only limited evolution in the
MBH-M! relation, but there is a slight steepening at z ¼ 2-4. To
highlight this trend, we restrict our fits to the high-mass end with
M! ' 5 ; 1010 M# (Fig. 9, dashed line). In this range, the rela-
tion is significantly steeper, implying slopes cs ( 1:9 at z ¼ 3Y4
and (1.5 at z ( 2. This is more significant than the evolution
found in the slope of MBH-! and implies that there is some evo-
lution in the ratio of black hole mass to stellar mass relative to the
local observations. More precisely, systems with M! k 1010 M#
have larger black hole masses at fixedM! than at z ¼ 1, where the
ratio is in good agreement with the relation observed at the present
epoch. This trend of an increasingMBH/M! ratio as a function of
redshift appears consistent with the recent measurements of high-
redshift (up to z ( 3:5) BHmasses and host luminosities by Peng
et al. (2006), as well as the BHFP (Hopkins et al. 2007b). We
further analyze this effect in x 4.3.

4.3. Evolution of !, Gas Fraction,
and Re at Fixed Stellar Host Mass

We now analyze some of the physical properties of the host
galaxies and their evolution with redshift to investigate the phys-
ical origin for the trends that we have found in the MBH-! and
MBH-M! relations. Figure 10 shows the stellar velocity dispersion
! versus the stellar massM! for each galaxy as a function of red-
shift. The dotted lines and the solid line (for z ¼ 1) show our best-
fit relations.At a fixedM!, the velocity dispersion! increaseswith
increasing redshift. This is consistent with the results from the

merger remnants in Robertson et al. (2006b) and reflects changes
in the structural properties of stellar spheroids, which become
smaller toward higher redshift.
In Figure 11, we show the projected half-mass radius Re, the

cold gas fraction fgas (a proxy for the disk gas fraction), and
hMBH/M!i as a function of redshift. We show results for systems

TABLE 3

Parameters of Best-Fit MBH-M! Relations

z Slope (c) Normalization (d) Scatter (!) cs

1...................... 1.18 ) 0.02 8.10 ) 0.03 0.03 1.2

2...................... 1.23 ) 0.03 8.09 ) 0.03 0.04 1.5

3...................... 1.25 ) 0.04 8.04 ) 0.04 0.06 1.9

4...................... 1.30 ) 0.05 8.04 ) 0.05 0.07 1.9

5...................... 1.17 ) 0.10 7.90 ) 0.10 0.14 2.0

6.5................... 1.01 ) 0.22 7.78 ) 0.25 0.34 . . .

Fig. 10.—Stellar velocity dispersion ! vs. stellar M! at z ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6.5 (indicated by the same colors as used in Figs. 4Y6). The best-fit power law to
the trend is shownwith a dotted line at each redshift, andwith a solid line at z ¼ 1.
The dispersion ! at fixedM! increases with increasing redshift, which can be in-
terpreted as a weak evolution in the Faber & Jackson relation. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 11.—Redshift evolution of the projected half-mass radiusRe (top), cold gas
fraction fgas (middle), and characteristic black hole to stellar mass ratio hMBH/M!i
(bottom), for systems with M! > 3 ; 1010 M# (dashed lines) or M! > 6 ;
1010 M# (solid lines) in the BHCosmo run. These threshold valueswere chosen to
compare with the observed evolution determined by Trujillo et al. (2006). The in-
crease in cold gas content in high-redshift progenitor hosts, as well as the trend to
more compact systemswith an increasing ratio of MBH/M! at a fixed stellarmass, is
consistent with the recent results of Trujillo et al. (2006) and Peng et al. (2006), as
well as the BHFP (Hopkins et al. 2007b).

DI MATTEO ET AL.46 Vol. 676

Di Matteo et al. (2008)



§ Critical ingredient: “jet-mode” feedback

The many lives of AGN 23

V vir new fuel for star formation must come from cooling flows which
are affected by ‘radio mode’ heating.

The effect of ‘radio mode’ feedback is clearly substantial. Sup-
pression of condensation becomes increasingly effective with in-
creasing virial temperature and decreasing redshift. The effects are
large for haloes with V vir ! 150 km s−1 (T vir ! 106 K) at z " 3. Con-
densation stops almost completely between z = 1 and the present
in haloes with V vir > 300 km s−1 (T vir > 3 × 106 K). Such systems
correspond to the haloes of groups and clusters which are typically
observed to host massive elliptical or cD galaxies at their centres.
Our scheme thus produces results which are qualitatively similar
to the ad hoc suppression of cooling flows assumed in previous
models of galaxy formation. For example, Kauffmann et al. (1999)
switched off gas condensation in all haloes with V vir > 350 km s−1,
while Hatton et al. (2003) stopped condensation when the bulge
mass exceeded a critical threshold.

4.2 Galaxy properties with and without AGN heating

The suppression of cooling flows in our model has a dramatic effect
on the bright end of the galaxy luminosity function. In Fig. 8 we
present K- and bJ-band luminosity functions (left- and right-hand
panels respectively) with and without ‘radio mode’ feedback (solid
and dashed lines respectively). The luminosities of bright galaxies
are reduced by up to two magnitudes when the feedback is switched
on, and this induces a relatively sharp break in the luminosity func-
tion which matches the observations well. We demonstrate this by
overplotting K-band data from Cole et al. (2001) and Huang et al.
(2003) in the left-hand panel, and bJ-band data from Norberg et al.
(2002) in the right-hand panel. In both bandpasses the model is quite
close to the data over the full observed range. We comment on some
of the remaining discrepancies below.

Our feedback model also has a significant effect on bright galaxy
colours, as we show in Fig. 9. Here we plot the B − V colour dis-
tribution as a function of stellar mass, with and without the central
heating source (top and bottom panels respectively). In both panels
we have colour-coded the galaxy population by morphology as es-
timated from bulge-to-total luminosity ratio (split at L bulge/L total =

Figure 8. Galaxy luminosity functions in the K (left) and bJ (right) photometric bands, plotted with and without ‘radio mode’ feedback (solid and long-dashed
lines respectively – see Section 3.4). Symbols indicate observational results as listed in each panel. As can be seen, the inclusion of AGN heating produces a
good fit to the data in both colours. Without this heating source our model overpredicts the luminosities of massive galaxies by about two magnitudes and fails
to reproduce the sharp bright-end cut-offs in the observed luminosity functions.

0.4). Our morphological resolution limit is marked by the dashed
line at a stellar mass of ∼4 × 109 M⊙; this corresponds approxi-
mately to a halo of 100 particles in the Millennium Run. Recall that
the morphology of a galaxy depends both on its past merging history
and on the stability of its stellar disc in our model. Both mergers
and disc instabilities contribute stars to the spheroid, as described
in Section 3.7. The build-up of haloes containing fewer than 100
particles is not followed in enough detail to model these processes
robustly.

A number of important features can be seen in Fig. 9. Of note
is the bimodal distribution in galaxy colours, with a well-defined
red sequence of appropriate slope separated cleanly from a broader
‘blue cloud’. It is significant that the red sequence is composed
predominantly of early-type galaxies, while the blue cloud is com-
posed mostly of disc-dominated systems. This aspect of our model
suggests that that the physical processes that determine morphol-
ogy (i.e. merging, disc instability) are closely related to those that
control star formation history (i.e. gas supply) and thus determine
galaxy colour. The red and blue sequences both display a strong
metallicity gradient from low to high mass (c.f. Fig. 6), and it is this
which induces a ‘slope’ in the colour–magnitude relations which
agrees well with observation (e.g. Baldry et al. 2004).

By comparing the upper and lower panels in Fig. 9 we can see how
‘radio mode’ feedback modifies the luminosities, colours and mor-
phologies of high-mass galaxies. Not surprisingly, the brightest and
most massive galaxies are also the reddest and are ellipticals when
cooling flows are suppressed, whereas they are brighter, more mas-
sive, much bluer and typically have discs if cooling flows continue
to supply new material for star formation. AGN heating cuts off the
gas supply to the disc from the surrounding hot halo, truncating star
formation and allowing the existing stellar population to redden.
However, these massive red galaxies do continue to grow through
merging. This mechanism allows the dominant cluster galaxies to
gain a factor of 2 or 3 in mass without significant star forma-
tion, in apparent agreement with observation (Aragon-Salamanca,
Baugh & Kauffmann 1998). This late-stage (i.e. z " 1) hierarchi-
cal growth moves objects to higher mass without changing their
colours.

C⃝ 2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2005 RAS, MNRAS 365, 11–28
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0.4). Our morphological resolution limit is marked by the dashed
line at a stellar mass of ∼4 × 109 M⊙; this corresponds approxi-
mately to a halo of 100 particles in the Millennium Run. Recall that
the morphology of a galaxy depends both on its past merging history
and on the stability of its stellar disc in our model. Both mergers
and disc instabilities contribute stars to the spheroid, as described
in Section 3.7. The build-up of haloes containing fewer than 100
particles is not followed in enough detail to model these processes
robustly.

A number of important features can be seen in Fig. 9. Of note
is the bimodal distribution in galaxy colours, with a well-defined
red sequence of appropriate slope separated cleanly from a broader
‘blue cloud’. It is significant that the red sequence is composed
predominantly of early-type galaxies, while the blue cloud is com-
posed mostly of disc-dominated systems. This aspect of our model
suggests that that the physical processes that determine morphol-
ogy (i.e. merging, disc instability) are closely related to those that
control star formation history (i.e. gas supply) and thus determine
galaxy colour. The red and blue sequences both display a strong
metallicity gradient from low to high mass (c.f. Fig. 6), and it is this
which induces a ‘slope’ in the colour–magnitude relations which
agrees well with observation (e.g. Baldry et al. 2004).

By comparing the upper and lower panels in Fig. 9 we can see how
‘radio mode’ feedback modifies the luminosities, colours and mor-
phologies of high-mass galaxies. Not surprisingly, the brightest and
most massive galaxies are also the reddest and are ellipticals when
cooling flows are suppressed, whereas they are brighter, more mas-
sive, much bluer and typically have discs if cooling flows continue
to supply new material for star formation. AGN heating cuts off the
gas supply to the disc from the surrounding hot halo, truncating star
formation and allowing the existing stellar population to redden.
However, these massive red galaxies do continue to grow through
merging. This mechanism allows the dominant cluster galaxies to
gain a factor of 2 or 3 in mass without significant star forma-
tion, in apparent agreement with observation (Aragon-Salamanca,
Baugh & Kauffmann 1998). This late-stage (i.e. z " 1) hierarchi-
cal growth moves objects to higher mass without changing their
colours.

C⃝ 2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2005 RAS, MNRAS 365, 11–28

Croton et al. (2006)More massive galaxy

Galaxy number density vs. galaxy mass



Devils lie in 
the details!
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Figure 1 | The self-regulated multiphase AGN feeding and feedback cycle. The diagram highlights the three key unification scales
(micro – meso – macro), which cover a geometric increase of roughly three orders of magnitude each. The macro halo is either a galaxy,
group, or cluster and the normalization length is either its virial or Schwarzschild radius (the latter has been directly imaged by the EHT22

– see the adaptation in the middle left inset). The lower insets show crucial phases of the feeding cycle, in particular the multiphase
condensation rain out of the turbulent X-ray plasma halo and consequent CCA phase growing the central SMBH (adapted from ref23).
The upper insets capture key phases of the feedback cycle, i.e., the generation of hot X-ray UFOs and collimated relativistic jets, the
entrainment of multiphase ambient gas (or in-situ formation; adapted from refs21,24), and the final AGN heating deposition via bubbles,
shocks, and turbulence (Perseus image credit: ESA/Hubble Media). The multiphase feeding and feedback processes loop for hundreds of
cycles during the whole Hubble time.
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GENERAL RELATIVITY PREDICTS CURVED SPACETIME
AROUND MASSES 

A static black hole Two orbiting black holes

Gravitational waves



LIGO (雷射干涉重力波天文台)

雷射源
訊號接收器

鏡子 鏡子

Changes of the arm 
length are ~1/10 of 
the atomic nuclei!!!



LIGO
華盛頓州 Hanford, USA

路易斯安那州 Livingston, USA



GRAVITATIONAL WAVE NETWORK



FIRST DETECTION OF GW IN HISTORY!!!

GW150914

• On Sep. 14th, 2015, human 
detected GWs for the first 
time

• GWs resulted from merger of 
two stellar-mass black holes



FIRST DETECTION OF GW FROM A NS-NS MERGER

Conception of a NS-NS merger

• On Aug. 17, 2017, LIGO detected 
the first NS-NS merger event

• 70 observatories around the 
globe were watching the show

• Also detected in gamma-ray, 
optical, and infrared wavelengths

• This opened up the brand new 
field of “multi-messenger 
astrophysics” 



MULTI-MESSENGER ASTRONOMY 多信使天文領域

微中子

宇宙射線

重力波

電磁輻射/光子



LIGO DETECTIONS TO DATE: 50 EVENTS



§ LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna)
§ Three test masses forming a triangle with 5 

million km arms in space!
§ Frequency range ~0.001-0.1 Hz
§ Can detect mergers of SMBHs with 104 – 107 Msun

§ Will probe the poorly understood distribution of 
intermediate black holes (IMBHs) with masses of 
102 – 106 Msun!
§ Crucial for understanding SMBH formation

REVIEWRESEARCH

locations should display a quadrupolar pattern. That is, the correlation 
between timing residuals in different directions should depend only on 
the angle between the directions.

This galactic-scale experiment is being carried out by three collab-
orations that use the world’s largest radio telescopes: the European 
Pulsar Timing Array (EPTA)70, the North American Nanohertz 
Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav)71 and the Parkes 
Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA)72 in Australia, which all collaborate to 
form the International Pulsar Timing Array (IPTA). Again in contrast 
to the detections announced for high-frequency ground-based gravita-
tional-wave detectors, detection of a stochastic background will occur 
via the slow accumulation of signal over many years. This signal, and 
possible even signals from individual supermassive binaries, are antic-
ipated to be detected within the next decade73,74. Such detections will 
inform us about the mergers of galaxies and the dynamics of these 
black holes. In addition, because below about 10−8 Hz there are other 
processes that can cause supermassive black holes to spiral towards each 
other (such as interactions with gas or stars; see, for example, ref. 75), the 
detailed shape of the gravitational-wave spectrum below about 10−8 Hz 
may provide details of galactic centres that are otherwise inaccessible76.

Space, the final frontier
Ultimately, if we wish to detect gravitational waves emitted by a different 
type of strong-gravity source, we will have to go to space. A gravita-
tional-wave detector in space would completely eliminate several noise 
sources, such as seismic, gravity-gradient and anthropogenic noise, 
although at the same time it would introduce other substantial com-
plications. A mission that is expected to accomplish this is the Laser 
Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)77 (see Fig. 6). LISA is an European 
Space Agency mission, with a junior partnership contribution by NASA 
(and based on ideas related to drag-free satellites dating back to the 
1970s; for example, ref. 78), which will consist of an arrangement of 
three satellites in orbit around the Sun and trailing Earth, maintaining a 
triangular arrangement that precesses as it moves around the Sun. Inside 
each satellite, a shielded and isolated test cube will fall freely through 
space, tracing a path that will only be perturbed by gravitational waves. 
Because the satellites will be millions of kilometres away from each 
other, LISA will measure the relative position of the test cubes through 
time-delay interferometry, with the signal being sent around the triangle 
one or more times before being brought into interference, with the pro-
cessing of the phase differences performed a posteriori using software79. 
A similar mission, TianQin, has recently also been proposed, with a 
sensitivity band roughly an order of magnitude higher in frequency80.

LISA is a technically ambitious mission. Indeed, it created enough 
scepticism that funding for the mission was at one point contingent 
on the success of a technological demonstration, LISA Pathfinder.  

In essence, Pathfinder had to show that it could launch a single LISA-
type satellite with a shielded and isolated test cube inside, and that the 
test cube would fall freely as the satellite orbits around the Sun, with 
any residual relative acceleration below 10−15 m s−2. Pathfinder was a 
remarkable success, as it exceeded this requirement by more than one 
order of magnitude81. LISA is scheduled to launch by 2034.

Once LISA is operational, it will detect entire new classes of gravita-
tional waves. One of the most anticipated classes is the waves generated 
in the merger of black holes with masses of about 104M⊙–107M⊙ at the 
centres of galaxies. Such events occur in the millihertz band, which can-
not be detected using ground-based instruments (but might be detect-
able as bursts with lasting ‘memory’ effects seen in pulsar timing82).  
These gravitational waves encode a trove of information about the 
properties of black holes hosted at the centre of galaxies before the 
galaxies collide, feeding again into astrophysical population modelling. 
Another anticipated source of gravitational waves is the inspiral of a 
small black hole or neutron star into a supermassive black hole. In 
these extreme-mass-ratio inspirals83, the small compact object zooms 
and whirls around the supermassive black hole, emitting millihertz- 
frequency gravitational waves for years in the band covered by LISA. 
Ground-based detectors are again deaf to these waves, which carry 
information about the curvature of spacetime in the vicinity of super-
massive black holes. There is the possibility of linking these types of 
detectors if a stellar-mass black hole binary is first detected by LISA and 
then—months to years later—detected by third-generation or upgraded 
detectors on the ground84,85.

Space-based gravitational-wave observations are crucial because of 
the unique science that they enable. On the astrophysical front, the 
properties of supermassive black holes when galaxies merge can only 
be determined through these waves. Moreover, owing to the sensitivity 
of these detectors, one could in principle see events with redshifts of up 
to 20—essentially to the beginning of when we expect such black holes 
to exist—and trace the evolution of the cosmic web. On the theoreti-
cal physics front, the spacetime of supermassive black holes, as traced 
by a small compact object, is encoded in vast detail by gravitational 
waves emitted in extreme-mass-ratio inspirals86,87. Such observations 
will allow us to test the hypothesis that black holes in the Universe are 
described by the solution to the Einstein equations found in the 1960s 
by Roy Kerr88. Moreover, the chirping of these waves will allow us to 
simultaneously test the dynamics of these inspirals, perform new tests 
of the equivalence principle and constrain gravitational parity violation 
and Lorentz violation much better than before in the extreme-gravity 
regime62,89. The detection of mergers of supermassive black holes at 
high signal-to-noise ratios will also allow us to probe how efficiently the 
merged remnant settles down to a Kerr black hole through the emission 
of quasinormal modes, as predicted by Einstein’s theory90.

If the past is a good predictor for the future, these tests will once more 
verify that Einstein was right all along, that many models of modified 
gravity must be discarded and that some particular model (or models) of 
black hole formation are applicable in nature. However, there can be—
and probably will be—surprises. Every time humankind has opened a 
new window into the Universe, unexpected discoveries have emerged. 
These discoveries are coveted because they will provide a hint of how to 
answer some fundamental questions in gravitational physics that remain 
unanswered. What is causing the late time acceleration of the Universe? 
What is causing the rotation curves of galaxies? How do we unify quan-
tum mechanics with gravity? Gravitational waves have the potential to 
provide expected and unexpected clues to these questions that we can 
use to put together the jigsaw puzzle of our mysterious Universe.
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Fig. 6 | Representation of the upcoming space-based LISA 
gravitational-wave detector. Unlike ground-based detectors, such as 
LIGO and Virgo, in LISA the stations are free-floating test masses in orbit 
around the Sun. Figure adapted from ref. 93 (Springer Nature).
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Design of LISA gravitational wave detector





FIRST IMAGE OF BLACK HOLES – M87 

• Taken by the Event Horizon Telescope 
(EHT), which is a network of 8 radio 
telescopes across 4 continents in the world 

§ Angular resolution: 

§ Extraordinary resolution ~ 25 microarcsec! 

𝜃 ∝ 𝜆/𝐷



WHAT ARE WE SEEING IN THIS IMAGE?

• The first DIRECT evidence for 
black holes!!

• Black holes are black, consistent 
with GR predictions

• Dark region is called “BH shadow”

• The bright ring comes from 
emission of materials near the BH 
(e.g., accretion flow/jets)



THE M87 SMBH

§ MBH~6.5x109 Msun
within M87 galaxy in 
Virgo cluster

§ Relativistic jets and 
lobes extending to 
105 light years 

§ Crucial to monitor 
changes to 
understand jet 
formation 
mechanisms



§ The Sgr A* is ~1500x smaller than M87, but also 
closer, so shadow sizes are comparable 

§ Given the current resolution of EHT, these are the 
ONLY two BHs in the universe that we could resolve!!

§ Things around Sgr A* vary on shorter timescales 
(~hours) so more difficult to analyze

LETTERSNATURE ASTRONOMY
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Fig. 2 | Simulated black hole shadow images of Sgr A* from GRMHD simulations of an accretion flow onto a black hole.  a,b, Six-hour-averaged black 
hole shadow image of Sgr A* from GRMHD simulations of an accretion flow onto a Kerr black hole (a) and a non-rotating dilaton black hole (b). c, Pixel-
by-pixel image difference between a and b. The colour scale is linear, with red marking the pixels for which the Kerr black hole image is brighter and blue 
pixels indicating where the dilaton image is brighter. RA, right ascension.
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Fig. 3 | Synthetic shadow images of Sgr A* for a Kerr black hole and a non-rotating dilaton black hole. a–c, Kerr black hole images. d–f, Non-rotating 
dilation black hole images. a and d show reconstructed images without interstellar scattering convolved with 50% (red shading) of the nominal beam 
size (light grey shading). The contour levels start at 5% of the peak value and increase by 2 . b and e use BSMEM convolved with 50% (red shading) of 
the nominal beam size (light grey shading). c and f are reconstructed images including the effect of interstellar scattering using BSMEM. Both images are 
based on visibilities that consider possible VLBI antenna configurations and schedules of EHTC April 2017 observations. The red cross in the images marks 
the position of the flux-density maximum. The convolving beam size is plotted in the lower left corner of each panel (see Supplementary Information).  
RA, right ascension.
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Simulated image of Sgr A*

Mizuno+ (2018)



§ Black holes are predicted by Einstein’s theory of general relativity, and are 
confirmed to exist in the real universe

§ There are two types of black holes
§ Stellar-mass black holes (smbhs): ~3-100 Msun

§ Supermassive black holes (SMBHs): ~106 – 1010 Msun

§ Black holes are important in astrophysics because
§ They allow us to probe extreme conditions and fundamental physics
§ Energetic feedback from AGNs are influential for formation and evolution of galaxies

§ Now is a golden age for studying black holes
§ First image of black holes is a direct evidence and allows us to probe physics near the 

event horizon
§ Detection of gravitational waves open up a brand new way for studying the universe –

multi-messenger astronomy 


